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Two years ago, I wrote the research project to study the physical reality of the human body in order to develop an
innate self-regeneration program that can go as far as regenerating amputated limbs, but I did not fnd research
laboratory to fund it.
In early March 2020, containment arrived and I began to study human anatomy on my own.
Tis study allowed me to realize that the biological perfection of the human body is based on a simple functional
architecture:

•

All the functions of the human body aim to maintain the body in good health, protecting it from external
aggressions and maintaining a balance between all the elements that constitute it.

•

As soon as a change occurs, the part of the body involved is taken care of, isolated, treated, then the
impacted space is cleaned, before being readjusted so that the balancing programs allow it to regain its place
in balance among all the building blocks of the body.

•

Two types of changes can occur that will be handled diferently in the body:
◦ Te “pre-parameterized” changes, universal and specifc changes of the human species. When they occur
the body will look in "the universal library" for the registered mechanisms that it will have to carry out,
these mechanisms will be the same for everyone, as well as their physical implication: for example
puberty, menopause, fertilization. and all stages of embryonic development until childbirth, the immune
reaction, infammatory reactions, ...
◦ Te "self-learning" changes, particular and specifc events of individual life. It is impossible for the
human body to predict in advance the external aggressions which will occur, so when a change occurs
and it is not registered in "the universal library", the biological functions are able of learning, and the
balancing programs register the mechanisms in the “biological library” of the individual so that he is
more reactive the second time; the implications will be diferent from one individual to another because
they depend on the biological, mineral, genetic, ... constitution of the individual: for example
lymphocyte memory, allergies, ...

•

Tis implies the existence of "libraries" containing the universal and individual biological mechanisms that
the body uses to respond to a change in balance, as well as balance programs used at the end of change
management, in order to that the isolated part which has undergone the aggression can fnd its place within
the whole organism, and relations between the libraries which are probably made during embryogenesis and
induce the biological, mineral, genetic predisposition, ... of the individual.

After seven months of studying human anatomy, I realize that the Ki-Regeneration® that I am creating is medicine
based on the natural and innate capacities of the body to self-regenerate to stay balanced.
Te principle of healing is as follows:
Te body is maintained in good health thanks to programs of treatment of the changes, of balancing between all
the constituents, by the constant renewal of these cells, and a "universal library" containing the natural mechanisms
to be applied. If he falls ill, it is because one or more of these programs is not working correctly or because their link
to the "universal library" is disrupted or because errors have been added in "the individual library". If we understand
how these programs and biological libraries work, we will be able to heal the body by removing the root causes of the
disruption of the activity of these programs and their unsuitable link to “the universal library”. Te programs will
then run naturally and correctly, they will renew the cells carrying an anomaly with healthy cells, allowing the person
to regain the health of a balanced universal body.

To heal people, I have to understand the programs of environmental checking, adaptation, information processing,
balancing, self-learning, memorization, the "biological libraries" and the causes that cause the programs to let
something go, at times, which causes them to be out of order.
Here are the steps to understand how the human body balancing works. Tis will last about fve years:
• Te frst year: Learn the basics of a healthy body and a sick body; develop the bases of healing, the
principle of the natural self-regenerating medicine of the body
◦ Human and animal anatomy, embryology, pathology: general, anatomical, neuroanatomical, cardiac,
digestive, immunological;
◦ Naturopathy and homeopathy: to understand their principle of healing and reprogramming;
◦ Chinese medicine, yen, shiatsu: to understand the yin-yang balance of the body;
◦ Te voice: to understand the integration of elements of a diferent physical nature in a common goal.
I want to work in parallel on animals, mainly farm, zoo or wild animals, because I think that the balancing
programs are more accessible and the link with the "universal library" is direct.

•

At the end of the year, and the following year (2nd year): Practice self-regeneration
◦ Carry out internship in the centers of therapeutic Yoga, Ayurvedic medicine, Yen, ... to learn their
knowledge and develop my practice resulting from the theory acquired the frst year.

I want to develop part of my activity in volunteering in Bhopal, in dispensaries, ...

•

From the end of the second year, and the third year: Application for pain management

◦ Chronic pain, fbromyalgia, the feeling of the phantom limb for amputees, could be created when the
injured part regains the full balance of the body:

▪ Balancing programs must have a function that says “everything is in equilibrium, change

processed”, here this function would return nothing or a message “something is wrong”, but “the
biological library” would block the mechanism to process it, then this message would become an
"incoherent balance" aggression for the body which would repeat it punctually to try to resolve it,
causing pain or an unpleasant sensation that is chronic.
◦ Health is both a natural capacity of the body to be in balance but also the balance that a person has
within his family, his work, his environment, and society. It is very difcult to change your habits,
and to think about what is wrong when the pain is there.

Terefore, I want to develop a self-regeneration center to take away the pain and prevent it from coming back .
I think it's important to take the pain away frst, and then help the person get back into balance in their life. I
propose to bring together in the same place, for a period whose duration will be determined, nurses, doctors, and
alternative medicine therapists (naturopathy, meditation, personal development, ...) who will intervene after the
application of care that I will have developed to suppress the pain and will allow to understand that it was its cause in
order to remove the origin so that the pain does not return.
To achieve this, I need to acquire the anatomical skills to understand pain and surround myself with
complementary therapists to best help people.

•

Te fourth year: Seeking to understand “the individual biological library”

◦ The human being is a physical body, but he is also infuenced by his thoughts, his emotions, his

memories. He is an intelligent, sensitive, creative being, whose state of health depends on his own
history.

◦ Conduct research on denial, consciousness, cognition, creativity in order to understand the impact of
individual history on health.

I want to write books in order to popularize what I have discovered about the body and human nature. And why
not start training people in self-regenerating medicine.

•

Te ffth year: Being a doctor
◦ Study the pharmacology: cardiovascular and respiratory, pain medications, infammatory, immune,
rheumatic pathologies, anesthesia, anti-infectives. Understand the side efects, which also appear
during stress: what causes the body to fail to regain / maintain its natural state of balance and how to
resolve this "no return".
◦ Study psychosomatic illnesses. Te drugs have an efect on the patient, this shows that there is a
physical component that can be cured by self-regenerating medicine.
◦ I am not for stopping drugs, when a person is in pain, the frst thing to do is to stop the pain and
then treat the cause. I am for the removal of side efects.

When I have understood the biological programs and libraries of the human body, the functioning of side efects, I
wish to implement a procedure for authorization to practice in order to be recognized as a Doctor.
I want to have part of my activity focused on humanitarian aid, part as an itinerant country doctor and
develop self-regeneration centers. I will also be able to put my experience on animals at the service of veterinary
surgeries if a pandemic or a need arises.
To achieve this, I want to follow my training plan to understand the programs of checking, adaptation, processing,
balancing, self-learning, memorization and the “biological libraries”. I know there is a lot of work, learning, and
practice involved in healing people.
I am looking for a job that allows me to work full time on this self-regenerating medicine. Either a minimum of
one year funding to open a self-regeneration center in Ternay in the Loir et Cher, or 5 years to have a fnancial base
during the full time of the training.
When I get this job, I can continue to develop my medical covid analysis:
• Te virus is not inherently dangerous, it does not afect vital organs and allows asymptomatic people to live,
but it multiplies quickly, afects the senses, proliferates and mutates rapidly.
• It lyses the olfactory cells releasing components present in these cells and not naturally present in the body.
Tese molecules act like any component from food, air, .. and we get allergic or infammatory reactions as
with peanuts, pollutants, toxins,...
• It would be interesting to manage the reaction to the specifc components present in our olfactory cells,
allergic reaction or other, it seems that the thyroid can be afected. My medical knowledge is minimal, but
wouldn't it be possible that people with respiratory failure have a severe allergic reaction? who could be
treated with anti-allergic or autoimmune solutions?
• To decrease the rate of contamination, it would be wise to systematically test people who have
immunosuppressive therapy and / or an absence of taste and smell since the virus does not afect vital organs
but the senses. We can live with it until the day when asymptomatic people will die by the thousands, from
the accumulation of non-vital side efects which gradually worsen themselves and lose sight of the trigger to
correct; non-vital side efects such as the action of cigarettes.
• Last question on RNA vaccines. Te virus mutates quickly, when asymptomatic people are going to be
vaccinated, won't the virus already present in their body mutate more easily when it comes into contact with
the RNA of the vaccines? Because they will meet. Is there a connection with the new English strain?
Vaccination has started. Maybe it's a coincidence, it's possible. it's a question waiting to be answered.
With this job, I will be able to start medical prospects. I own a house in France, in the "Loir et Cher" which will be
able to accommodate the self-regeneration center, after work. I will start looking for therapists, to keep the center
alive and see how to set up others elsewhere in France and in the world. In less than 2 years, I will be able to
collaborate with existing pain relief centers and from now on I will contact veterinary surgeries or zoos to collaborate.
And in 5-6 years, I will get to my prospect of getting licensed to practice medicine.
I know that talking to people from the same professional branch is important. Confronting diferent points of view
on the same subject is positive. Te world is changing, so is medicine.
I can already show the diagrams obtained for the balancing programs, as well as the place, the importance of each
organ, and the details of my self-training, during an interview.

